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Patchs Défatigants

Anti-puffiness smoothing biocellulose mask
for the eye contour area
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Recommended for Tired Skin Instants©

TIRED EYE CONTOUR AREA SKIN INSTANTS©
Our eyes speak volumes about our age and lifestyle. The eye contour area is an atypical part
of the face. The eye contour area is the thinnest, most active and fragile part of the human
body. It is 3 to 5 times thinner than the skin of the rest of the face. This is why it requires
special attention.
Its vulnerability and continuous movements make the eye contour area particularly prone
to the formation of signs of fatigue (bags, puffiness, lack of radiance) and aging (wrinkles,
dehydration lines, loss of firmness).

BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE’S SOLUTION

INITIALIZATION STAGE

To treat signs of fatigue and aging in the eye contour area, Biologique Recherche has developed
an innovation: Patchs Défatigants. They combine an innovative biocellulose medium, a
”tweezer-like” shape, and active ingredients suited to the thin and fragile eye contour area.
Patchs Défatigants, made from natural biocellulose fibers, are pre-soaked in a formula
enriched with anti-puffiness, anti-bag and anti-wrinkle active ingredients. Its tweezer-like
shape enables optimum application as close as possible to the eye contour area for effective
and comprehensive treatment.
Immediately, puffiness is reduced, the skin is smoothed and lifted, and wrinkles and fine
lines are less visible, for rested eyes.
BIOCELLULOSE, A BIOMEDICAL MEDIUM
As thin as a membrane, this material’s fibers, which are 1000 times finer than the diameter of
a hair, provide high absorbency and exceptional bioavailability. It can retain up to 100 times
its dry weight.
Biocellulose acts as a second layer of skin: it is 10 times more effective than conventional
masks!
Biologique Recherche has invented a new skincare experience which combines innovation,
comfort and performance in a pre-measured format.
Actions*
• Immediately reduces signs of fatigue in the eye contour area
• Reduces puffiness above and below the eyes
• Smooths and lifts wrinkles and fine lines from dehydration
• Improves firmness and tone in the eye contour area
• Lightens bags for brighter eyes
• Provides a sensation of freshness and lightness
Results*
• The anti-fatigue effect was reduced for 100% of volunteers after the first application:
Puffiness decreased by 19%, bags by 19%, and dehydration lines by 13%.
• Immediate tightening, smoothing and anti-wrinkle results.
(Anti-aging efficacy test by fringe projection on 22 volunteers)

• The eyes are brighter and less tired after 3 applications (1/week).
* Usage test conducted on 22 volunteers with tired eyes

A CONCENTRATE OF ANTI-PUFFINESS, ANTI-BAG AND ANTIWRINKLE ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
• Anti-puffiness: Anti-puffiness dipeptides, Caffeine
• Anti-dehydration line: Hyaluronic acid
• Anti-bag: Complex of Matrikines and Flavonoid
• Anti-wrinkle: Silk tree extract, Cassava extract, Polysaccharides rich in fucose

INITIALIZATION STAGE

RECOMMENDED USE

Step 1: Cleanse and dry your skin. Split the aluminium pouch in two. Each patch is packed
between a bluish non-woven fabric and a white nylon fabric. Remove the bluish non-woven
fabric and separate the patch from the nylon fabric.
Step 2: Place the pre-soaked biocellulose patch on the eye contour area with the widest part
on the bottom of the eye and the narrowest part on top. Repeat for the other eye.
Step 3: Leave on for 15 minutes, remove the patches, and massage using circular motions
until the excess serum is absorbed.

PRECAUTIONS FOR USE

On the eye contour area, on clean, dry skin. Single-use product. External use only.

FORMATS

Retail format: Pack of 3 pouches x 2 patches
Professional format: 10 pouches x 2 patches

ABOUT BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE
For over 40 years Biologique Recherche’s unique methodology has built a strong
reputation for astounding effectiveness based on a clinical approach to skincare,
delivering immediate and long-lasting results.
Combined with highly customized protocols and meticulous procedures which
recondition the epidermis, Biologique Recherche’s extensive range of skincare products
are highly concentrated in botanical, marine and biological active ingredients that are
cold formulated in its own laboratory in France.
Biologique Recherche is the partner of choice in over 70 countries for exclusive
medical spas and day spas in addition to the world’s premiere luxury hotel spas.
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